Four key subprocesses in data integration are: data preparation (i.e., transforming and cleaning data), schema integration (i.e., lining up like attributes), entity resolution (i.e., finding clusters of records that represent the same entity) and entity consolidation (i.e., merging each cluster into a "golden record" which contains the canonical values for each attribute). In real scenarios, the output of entity resolution typically contains multiple data formats and different abbreviations for cell values, in addition to the omnipresent problem of missing data. These issues make entity consolidation challenging.
INTRODUCTION
Data integration is typically done as a sequence of processes that combine data from disparate sources. These processes include:
1. Data extraction, i.e., extracting data from unstructured and semi-structure data sources into tables or relations, if needed. Systems such as DeepDive [37] can be used for this step.
2. Data transformation, e.g., from Euros to Dollars. DataXformer [6] is an example of a transformation tool.
3. Data cleaning, e.g., '−99' to mean 'NULL'. Many tools exist in this area including [1, 2, 3] . See [4] for an evaluation of different off-the-shelf data cleaning tools. 4 . Schema integration, i.e., lining up columns. Most ETL tools have a "drag and drop" interface to achieve this. 5 . Entity resolution, i.e., producing clusters of records thought to represent the same entity. See surveys such as [18] and commercial products, e.g., Tamr [33] . 6 . Cluster reduction (or entity consolidation). For each cluster, construct a single record to represent the records in this cluster. Methods such as truth discovery [14, 17, 38] or data currency [19] could be used for this process. This step is usually thought of as producing a "golden record" for each cluster, which contains the canonical values for each attribute.
This paper focuses on step 6. To illustrate our problem consider an example output of step 5 (entity resolution) shown in Table 1 . Here we see two clusters of records about PC chairs of database conferences, with cluster C1: {r1, r2, r3} representing David Dewitt, and C2: {r4, r5, r6} representing Jeff Ullman. Our goal is to find a golden record for each cluster, i.e., move from Table 1 to Table 3 .
Truth discovery methods [14, 17, 38] could be invoked to resolve the conflicts in the clusters in Table 1 . Notice that there are no common address values in either cluster. Hence, simple heuristic such as majority consensus (MC) will not find the golden record. Data currency methods, e.g., [19] , are more concerned with determining the most current value but not resolving conflicts such as those in our example and hence are not applicable. Commercial products, e.g., Informatica [1] use rules, often manually crafted, to identify "fuzzy duplicates" and consolidate them, however, these solutions do not scale to large data sets or extensive variability. Fortunately, there is a path forward. Consider the Jeff Ullman cluster. If 
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No × ------Yes No × Figure 1 : An overview of our solution David Dewitt 9th Street, 02141 WI VLDB'86 r 4 Jeff Ullman 3rd E Avenue, 33990 CA PODS'85 r 5 Jeff Ullman 3rd E Avenue, 33990 CA PODS'85 r 6 Jeff Ullman 5th Str, 22701 New York PODS'85 ⇓ r5 [Address] in Table 1 are the same address, then an MC algorithm can produce the golden record shown in Table 3 . For the above purpose, we propose algorithms to reduce clusters (i.e., merging duplicates) using automatically generated matchings (substring pairs could be replaced by each other, e.g., 9th ↔ 9 and Jeff ↔ Jeffery) in this paper. After that, MC is used to produce the golden records. Since, we are focused on cluster reduction, we simply use MC, but any more sophisticated truth discovery scheme could be substituted instead. In effect, our algorithms transform Table 1 to Table 2 , by resolving the three Dewitt to one common format and the Ullman records to two formats. Then, MC will produce Table 3 , which is the desired result.
Solution Overview. Figure 1 shows an overview of our solution using an example. It takes a set of clusters of duplicates as input. It first aligns the attribute values within the same cluster to generate candidate matchings. Then it identifies "similar" matchings and aggregates them into groups. Finally, it interacts with the human to validate the matching groups and apply the approved ones to reduce duplicates and produce golden records.
There are some string transformation tools [7, 22, 26, 35, 29] can be used to transform data. They usually try to learn a transformation program to transform an entire column from one format (inputs) to another (outputs) using user-provided input-output examples. In addition, they are typically stand-alone module that do not use the duplicate cluster information. We call them column-specific techniques. In contrast, we propose to handle the data after entity resolution. In this way, we not only free the users from providing input-output examples, but also have the opportunity to find the domain-specific synonyms and abbreviations from the clusters (e.g., 9 ↔ 9th and Jeff ↔ Jeffery) and use them to reduce duplicates. Note that without providing a domain-specific dictionary, the column-specific techniques cannot generate programs to transform values with synonyms and abbreviations. Moreover, the time complexity of learning transformation program is exponential in the length of the input-output examples (i.e., values) [22, 28] . Instead of learning transformation programs for the entire values, we consider the transformation programs for the token sequence (small segments) of the values, which are much shorter than the entire value; this will significantly improve the efficiency and generate simpler, more explainable, and easier to aggregate programs (e.g., we can aggregate 9 ↔ 9th, 15 ↔ 15th, and 108 ↔ 108th together by a transformation program).
The Golden Record Problem. We consider a collection D of tables, typically from different sources. By applying any entity resolution solution on D, we obtain a set of clusters C, where each cluster C ∈ C contains a set of duplicate records in D. Without loss of generality, we assume that all clusters in C conform to the same schema. Given the set C of clusters, the golden record problem is to consolidate the duplicate records within each cluster C ∈ C to a single user-selected record. See Tables 1-3 for an example. Contributions. In summary, we made the following contributions in this paper.
• We propose a new solution to entity resolution. We generate candidate matchings from the clusters of duplicates (Section 2) and use them to reduce variation before applying existing solutions for entity resolution.
• We develop two algorithms to aggregate "similar" matchings into groups such that a human can verify the matching groups to save effort, rather than each matching one-by-one (Section 3).
• We discuss how to interact with users to confirm the matching groups and apply the approved matching groups to reduce duplicate values (Section 4).
• We conducted experiments on real-world datasets, which show our method can reduce up to 75% of duplicate values with a precision of 98%-100% when confirming 100 matching groups with a human (Section 5).
Lastly, Section 6 discusses related work while Section 7 has some concluding remarks.
GENERATING MATCHINGS
In this section, we discuss how, given a cluster of duplicate records, to split attribute values of the same cluster into segments and align these segments to generate candidate matchings. A matching is: lhs ↔ rhs where lhs and rhs are two strings and lhs = rhs. A matching states that the two strings lhs and rhs are matched (e.g., David ↔ D.), and thus could be replaced by each other. Note that, one of the two strings could be an empty string 'φ', e.g., Dr. ↔ φ.
Given a set C of clusters {C1, . . . , C |C| } and considering only one column. Let the set of attribute values in Ci be {vi1, . . . , v i|C i | }. We use two ways to generate matchings. 1. Cell-based. We refer to a cell as the value of an attribute in a record, e.g., David Dewitt in r1[Name] in Table 1 The main limitation of the cell-based matchings is that they are very specific to the cluster at hand because values in one cluster are unlikely to co-occur in others, making it hard to help reduce duplicate values in other clusters. As a result, it is better to find matchings that are more fine-grained (e.g., David ↔ D.), such that matchings can be shared across clusters. A commonly used method is based on the longest common subsequence (LCS), as described below. 2. LCS-based. Given two cells v1 and v2, we first split them into token sequences by whitespaces and then calculate their LCS. This LCS naturally aligns the two token sequences. Each aligned pair of non-identical subsequences, with whitespaces trimmed, composes a matching. A similar approach is proposed in [36] , but on character level. Example 2: Consider two cells r1[Address] ="9 St, 02141 Wisconsin" and r2[Address] ="9th St, 02141 WI". Their LCS is "St, 02141". The two aligned non-identical subsequences will produce two matchings: 9 ↔ 9th and Wisconsin ↔ WI, as highlighted in the figure below. There are other ways [7] to generate matchings, which can also be aggregated by our proposed techniques in this paper. Note that based on the way we generate the matchings, we can associate each matching lhs ↔ rhs with a list of value pairs vij and v ik and position pairs (p1, q1) and (p2, q2) where lhs = vij[p1, q1], rhs = v ik [p2, q2] and vij[p1, q1] and v ik [p2, q2] are aligned. We will use this information to apply the approved matchings in Section 4. In addition, the length of the list will denote the frequency of the matching.
Note that the generated matchings are just candidatesthey may contain false matchings where lhs and rhs are not actually equivalent. In addition, often a user has some budget and cannot verify all the matchings. To get more matchings approved, we rank the matchings by frequency order and confirm them sequentially with the user. Instead of confirming the matchings one by one, we propose to aggregate similar matchings into groups such that the matchings in one group can be validated together. This will not only save user's effort but also bring infrequent true matchings to the users for verification. Next we discuss the details.
AGGREGATING MATCHINGS
In this section, we present methods for aggregating similar matchings with common characteristics into groups, such that each group can be presented as a single unit when interacting with users. In particular, we first calculate the structures and transformation programs (which describe how one string is transformed to another) of all the matchings. Then we aggregate the matchings with the same structure and transformation program into the same group. However, both the structure and the transformation program are direction-sensitive. To address this issue, for each matching lhs ↔ rhs, we choose one directed matching for aggregation, either lhs → rhs or rhs → lhs, which we denote as transformations. We discuss transformation selection in Section 3.5 based on a heuristic that fits with our aggregation strategies. Next we aggregate the transformations.
Aggregating by Structures
We first introduce the "structure" of a transformation ϕ, denoted by Struc(ϕ), so that we can aggregate transformations if they have the same structure. The structure of a transformation is similar to the part-of-speech tagging in natural language processing [24] . In particular, our notion of structure is based on decomposing each side of a transformation into one or more terms, drawn from the following:
• Regex-based terms: Each character in any string will fall in one and only one of the 5 terms, such that the string can be uniquely represented by the 5 terms. Next we show how to map a transformation to its structure, which is two sequences of terms.
Computing the Structure of a String
Before showing how strings are split into terms, we introduce some notations for indexing strings. Given a string s, we use s[i] to denote its i th character, s[i, j] its substring from position i to j, and |s| its length. Initially, the structure of s, Struc(s), is empty. We sequentially visit each character s[i] in s for i ∈ [1, |s|]. If s[i] does not belong to any of the categories 1-4 above, i.e., s[i] is a single character term, we append T s[i] to Struc(s); otherwise, suppose s[i] belongs to the category x (x ∈ [1, 4]), we append Tx (T d , T l , TC or T b depending on x) to Struc(s) and skip all the consecutively subsequent characters in the same category. Finally, we obtain the structure Struc(s) of s. For example, the structures of s = 9 and t = 9th are respectively Struc(s) = T d and Struc(t) = T d T l .
Definition 1 (Structure Equivalence). Given two transformations ϕ1 : lhs1 → rhs1 and ϕ2 : lhs2 → rhs2, we say ϕ1 and ϕ2 are structurally equivalent, denoted by Struc(ϕ1) ≡ Struc(ϕ2), if Struc(lhs1) ≡ Struc(lhs2) and Struc(rhs1) ≡ Struc(rhs2).
Aggregating Transformations by Structures. Given a set Σ of transformations, we compute for each transformation ϕ ∈ Σ its structure, i.e., Struc(ϕ). All transformations in Σ are then aggregated into disjoint groups based on structure equivalence. For example, the two transformations 9 → 9th and 28 → 28th will be aggregated together, as they have the same structure T d → T d T l .
Aggregating by Transformation Programs
Aggregating transformations by structures alone may mix false matchings (e.g., 17 ↔ 4th) and true matchings (e.g., 9 ↔ 9th). To address this issue, we propose to aggregate the transformations by transformation programs, i.e., how one string is transformed to another. For this purpose, we adapt programming synthesis (PS) techniques (e.g., Blink-Fill and FlashFill) [22, 29] . These techniques were designed to transform an entire column from one format (input strings) to another (output strings). In particular, they first try to learn a consistent transformation program from a few user-provided input-output examples. The learned program is then applied to the rest of input strings to get the corresponding output strings. This finishes the column transformation. In contrast, we use the transformation program to describe how one string (lhs) is transformed to another (rhs). The transformations that can be described by the same transformation program are aggregated together. Note that our way of using the transformation program gives us more flexibility. Thus we can adapt the design of transformation program to make it more expressive in our setting, i.e., expressing more kinds of transformation programs. We will elaborate this in Section 3.4.1. Except the flexibility, our usage of transformation program has another three advantages comparing to BlinkFill and FlashFill. First, we free the users from providing input-output examples. Second, by decomposing the cell values into small pieces (the two sides in matchings), our program is shorter, simpler, more explainable, and faster to be learned out. Third, we can deal with the abbreviations and synonyms using the clusters of duplicates, which BlinkFill and FlashFill cannot handle. Next we introduce the transformation program.
Transformation Program
In the following, we assume that each string is appended with a special character "$", denoting the end of the string. This is needed to align with the adopted PS technique. For example, "David" becomes "David$" and |David$| = 6. In addition, we use s[i, j) to denote the substring s[i, j − 1] and define the beginning and ending positions of s[i, j) as i and j, denoted by beg(s[i, j)) = i and end(s[i, j)) = j, respectively. For example, consider the string "David". We have s[1, 2) = s[1, 1] = D, beg(s[1, 2)) = 1, and end(s[1, 2)) = 2.
Intuitively, given two strings s (for the source) and t (for the target), a transformation program from s to t is a concatenation of a sequence of strings that exactly results in t, where the concatenating strings are either substrings of s or other constant strings. For example, in the transformation s → t where s ="David Dewitt$" and t ="Dr. Dewitt, D.$", the "Dewitt" and the last "D" in t can be substrings of s while the "Dr. " is a constant string.
Before formally defining transformation programs, we introduce some functions. Note these functions always apply to the string s on the left side of the transformation s → t.
Position Functions. There are two position functions.
• ConstPos(k): given an integer k, it outputs: 
Note that except the 4 regex-based terms as defined in Section 3.1, we also allow using the constant string terms in MatchPos function. A constant string term Tstr matches and only matches the constant string str. Since the singlecharacter term is subsumed by the constant string term, we do not use it in the MatchPos function. • ConstantStr(MIT) = MIT • SubStr(MatchPos(TC , 1, B), MatchPos(TC , 1, E)) = D Now we are ready to define the transformation programs.
Definition 2 (Transformation Programs). A transformation program of a transformation s → t is
where "⊕" is a string concatenation operator and fi is a string function applies to s, such that the concatenation of the outputs of these string functions produce exactly t.
It transforms David Dewitt$ to Dr. Dewitt, D.$ as follows:
Transformation programs are usually learned from inputoutput examples. However, due to the many possible combinations of substrings, there is an exponential number of possible transformation programs for a given transformation s → t [29] . Fortunately, this exponential number of transformation programs can be encoded using a DAG in a quadratic space [29, 22, 28] . Intuitively, each node in the graph corresponds to a position in the target string t, each edge in the graph corresponds to a substring of t and the labels on the edge are string functions that exactly returns this substring when applys to s. Next we give the definition.
Definition 3 (Transformation Graph). Given a transformation s → t, its transformation graph is a directed acyclic graph G(N, E) with a set N of nodes and a set E of edges. There are |t| nodes, i.e., N = {n1, . . . , n |t| }. There is a directed edge ei,j ∈ E from nodes ni to nj for any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t|. Moreover, each edge ei,j is labeled with a set of string functions:
• SubStr(ConstPos(l), ConstPos(r)):
for any l, r s.t. the above function returns t[i, j),
• SubStr(MatchPos(τ l , l, Dir l ), MatchPos(τr, r, Dirr)) for any assignment of the above six parameters, s.t. the above function returns t[i, j).
For each edge, there is only one ConstantStr string function, but there may be zero or many SubStr string functions, based on different position functions embedded. For simplicity, we abbreviate transformation graph as graph hereinafter. In addition, since a transformation has only one graph, we refer transformation and graph interchangeably.
Example 6:
The transformation graph for Street → St is shown in Figure 2 . There are 9 position functions f1-f9 used to represent 3 different positions in the string Street, where f1-f2 return 1, f3-f5 return 2, and f6-f9 return 3. The string functions associated with each edge are also shown and highlighted in Figure 2 . For simplicity, string functions located by constant-based terms except TSt are ignored.
Given a transformation s → t, a transformation path is a path in its transformation graph from the first node n1 to the last node n |t| , where each edge has only one label (i.e., a string function). Note that a transformation path uniquely refers to a transformation program, so we use them interchangeably in the following of the paper.
For instance, one transformation path ρ in Figure 2 is: ρ:
The transformation graph of s → t can be constructed in O(|s| 2 |t| 2 ) time and there are O(2 |t| ) different transformation paths (programs) in the graph [29, 22] . BlinkFill [29] and FlashFill [22] use additional regex-based terms such as the alphabetical term Tα =[a-zA-Z]+ and the alphanumerical term Tαn =[a-zA-Z0-9]+. We can also use these additional terms to express more transformation programs.
f 8 : ConstPos(6) f 9 : ConstPos (7) ConstantStr(St) 
Pivot Transformtion Path
We are now ready to discuss how to aggregate transformations based on transformation programs. The intuition is that one transformation program can succinctly represent many transformations. Consider the transformation program shown in Example 5. It can not only represent the transformation David Dewitt$ → Dr. Dewitt, D.$, but also Jeff Ullman$ → Dr. Ullman, J.$.
Note that the benefit of aggregating transformations is that they can be validated by a human together to save effort. Nevertheless we cannot put all transformations into a single group as they may not have any commonality and a human still needs to go through them one by one. In contrast, we propose to aggregate the transformations that can be transformed using the same transformation program (i.e., their transformation graphs share a common transformation path) together. In this way a human can browse only a sample of the group for validation. Hence, our goal is to minimize the number of groups while require the transformations in each group to share a common transformation path. For this purpose, we define the optimal transformation partition problem as below.
Definition 4 (Optimal Partition). Given a set Σ of transformations, the optimal partition problem is to partition Σ into disjoint groups, P = {Σ1, . . . , Σn}, such that (i) Σ = n i=1 Σi; (ii) Σi ∩Σj = ∅ for i = j; (iii) the transformations in each partition Σi share at least one transformation path; and (iv) the number of partitions n is minimized.
Transformations in each partition are aggregated. As it is prohibitively expensive to find the optimal partition, we give a greedy algorithm to partition/aggregate transformations.
Aggregating by Transformations. In a nutshell, we aggregate transformations in two steps: (1) Select one transformation path for each transformation ϕ from its transformation graph, which we call pivot transformation path; and (2) Partition transformations based on their pivot path: the transformations with the same pivot transformation path are aggregated in the same group. Note two pivot transformation paths are the same iff. each pair of string functions in the two paths are the same. Two string functions are the same iff. both the types of the functions and the parameters of the functions are all the same. Obviously, after the two steps, we get a partition of the transformations. For example, in Figure 1 gives sample aggregates.
Next we discuss how to choose the pivot transformation path. Consider a set Σ of transformations to be aggregated. Given a graph G ∈ Σ (to recap, the transformation and its graph are used interchangeably), we propose to use the transformation path in G that is contained by the most of graphs in Σ as the pivot transformation graph, i.e., the program that can transform the most of transformations in Σ. This is because by doing so, each group we get can have more transformations and the number of groups will decrease, which is exactly our goal. Next we give an algorithm to efficiently find a such kind of pivot transformation path for a given transformation.
Searching Pivot Transformation Paths
Let Σ be the set of all transformations need to be aggregated by transformation programs. In this section, we discuss how to select the pivot (transformation) path from a graph G that is contained by the most of transformations in Σ. To this end, given a path ρ : f1 ⊕ f2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fm, we first show how to efficiently gather all the graphs in Σ that contain ρ. We observe that if a graph G contains ρ, each of the string functions f1, f2, · · · , fm must appear in G as a label. Thus we can build an inverted index I, whose key is a string function f . The inverted list I[f ] consists of all graphs G in Σ which contain f (i.e., f is a label in G). Then given a path ρ : f1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ fm, we can find all graphs in Σ which contain ρ by taking the intersection
However, since ρ is a path, the edges corresponding to the string functions f1, f2, · · · , fm are required to be adjacent in the graphs. Thus we also add the edge information to the entry of the inverted list. In particular, the inverted list I[f ] consists of all triples G, i, j such that the edge eij from ni to nj in G containing the label f . Then when intersecting I[f1] with I[f2], only if an entry G1, i1, j1 from I[f1] and an entry G2, i2, j2 from I[f2] satisfying G1 = G2 and j1 = i2, will they produce a new entry G1, i1, j2 in the result list. By doing so, one can verify that I[f1] ∩ · · · ∩ I[fm] is exactly the set of graphs in Σ containing ρ. Hereinafter, whenever we intersect two lists, we intersect them in the above way. 
Recursive Pivot Transformation Path Selection.
Next we discuss how to select a pivot path from a graph G. Intuitively, we can enumerate every transformation path in G and use the inverted index above to get all the graphs in Σ containing this path. Then the path that is contained by the most of transformations in Σ is used as the pivot path.
To avoid enumerating every transformation path in G, we propose a recursive algorithm to calculate the pivot path. At a high level, the algorithm maintains a path ρ in G starting from the first node n1 and a list of all graphs in Σ containing ρ. Each invocation of this algorithm will try to append another string function label f in G to ρ and update to the list of graphs containing the new path. After this, if ρ does not reach the last node in G, it invokes the algorithm again to further extend ρ. Once ρ reaches the last node in G, ρ becomes a transformation path and we can use it as the pivot path if has the most of transformations in Σ.
Algorithm 2 gives the pseudo-code of the recursive algorithm. For each invocation of this algorithm, it takes five parameters: a path ρ in G staring from the first node n1; the list of graphs in Σ containing ρ; the node ni at the end of ρ; the best path ρmax (i.e., contained by most graphs in Σ) in G has been seen so far; the list max of graphs in Σ containing ρmax. First for each out-going edge ei,j from ni to nj in G and each string function label f on the edge, we append f to the end of ρ and get a new path ρ (Line 4). In the meanwhile, we intersect with the inverted list I[f ] to get the list of graphs containing the new path ρ (Line 5). Then if nj is not the last node in G, ρ cannot represent a transformation program and we recursively invoke this algorithm to further extend the new path ρ (Line 11); otherwise nj is the last node in G and ρ is a transformation path. Then if | | > | max| (i.e., containing more graphs than max), which means ρ is contained by more graphs in Σ than ρmax, it updates ρmax and max with ρ and (Lines 7 to 9).
Initially, ρ, ρmax, and max are all empty while contains all graphs in Σ, as an empty path can be contained by any graph. When the recursive algorithm is finished, ρmax will be the pivot path of G as shown in Algorithm 1.
Pruning Techniques
Local Threshold-based Early Termination. We observe that the length of the maintained list decreases monotonically when appending a new string function f to ρ, be-cause of the intersection operation. On the other hand, we only need the pivot path -the one that is contained by the largest number of graphs in Σ. Thus if the length of is smaller than that of max, we can skip invoking the recursive algorithm as it could not result in any path better than ρmax. To this end, we use | max| as a (local) threshold, and only if | | > | max|, the algorithm is recursively invoked (i.e., only if | | > | max| Line 11 in Algorithm 2 is executed). Global Threshold-based Early Termination. Once the recursive algorithm reaches the last node in G, ρ will become a transformation program (Line 6 in Algorithm 2), and the graphs in will all contain the transformation program ρ. Thus, for each graph in , any path not better than ρ must not be a pivot path, i.e., we can use | | as a (global) threshold for those graphs in . When looking for pivot path for the graphs in , we can use this threshold for pruning in the same way as the local threshold. Limiting the Maximum Path Length. Note that the recursive algorithm still has a non-polynomial time complexity. To control its runtime in a reasonable time, we can set a maximum path length θ and skip invoking the recursive algorithm if the maintained path ρ is longer than θ.
Adapting the Transformation Graph
In this section, we introduce several adaptations to the transformation graph for better effectiveness and efficiency.
Prefix and Suffix String Functions
The program synthesis techniques such as FlashFill and BlinkFill [22, 29] focus on transforming an entire column (input strings) to another (output strings). The program they learned is required to return a single deterministic output string, given a specific input string. So are the string functions (SubStr and ConstantStr) they used. Nevertheless, we use the transformation program to describe the way how one string lhs is transformed to another rhs, which is more flexible. For example, we can use prefix to describe the relationship between "tyronescollard" and "tyrone", or between "markericson" and "mark". In contrast, prefix could not return a unique output string given a specific input string and thus cannot be used in FlashFill and BlinkFill. Actually, FlashFill and BlinkFill, which only have two string functions SubStr and ConstantStr, cannot learn a consistent transformation program for the two examples. Generally, our transformation graph can accept any string functions that takes an input string lhs and output one or multiple output strings. If rhs is one of the output strings, then the string function can describe how lhs is transformed to rhs and further be used to aggregate transformations. Note that, this means any string function supported by BlinkFill and FlashFill can also be supported by our transformation graph, as they are required to output one unique string given a specific input string.
In particular, we designed two affix string functions Prefix(τ, k) and Suffix(τ, k) to be used as labels on the edges in the transformation graph. Given a transformation from s to t, suppose a regex-based term τ (greedily) matches a substring s[x, y] of s for the k th time, any substring of t that is a prefix of t[x, y] has a relationship of Prefix(τ, k) with s. Note that we only add these labels for the longest prefix, i.e., if both t[i, j] and t[i, j + 1] are prefixes of s[x, y], we do not add the label Prefix(τ, k) for the substring t[i, j]. This will improve the efficiency of our pivot path selection method. Similarly, we can build the Suffix(τ, k) relationships in the graph. The depth-first search algorithm works the same as before with these two additional labels. Note the prefix and suffix are signals well distinguishable by a human. For example, Table 4 gives a group of matchings aggregated using Prefix function in our experiment.
Ranking Constant String Terms
There are many ConstantStr string functions in a transformation graph. Consider a transformation t → s. Each substring s[i, j] of s will result in a label ConstantStr(s[i, j]) in its transformation graph and there are |s| 2 . Moreover, there are a huge number of constant string terms that located some positions. For example, in the above example, each position t[i] can be located by |t| constant string terms, t[1, i], · · · , t[i−1, i] and t[i, i+1], · · · , t[i, |t|]. These position functions result even more different string functions SubStr. Since the transformation program is a combination of the string functions, the number of programs will grow exponentially. To reduce the search space for pivot transformation path and improve the efficiency, we propose a heuristic to rank the constant string terms. Then for each position, we only use the highest ranked constant string term to located it. We can also reduce the number of ConstantStr string functions in the transformation graph by only keeping the highest ranked one among all the adjacent constant string term. Next we introduce the ranking scheme.
We have an observation the constant string terms used in our selected pivot transformation program are usually frequently appeared in the dataset. For example, the constant string term 'Dr.' in 'Dr. Dewitt' and 'Dr. Ullman'. Thus the frequency of a constant string in the whole dataset can be used for ranking. However, using frequency alone would cause problems. This is because a substring of a string always has a higher frequency than the string itself. Thus in the end all the positions are located by the single-character constant strings. The single-character constant strings are not specific enough and may aggregate dissimilar transformations together. For example, the constant string term 'D' cannot distinguish the first positions in 'Dr. Dewitt' and 'David' and may put them together, which is not desired.
To address the above issue, we use the structure groups. We observe that transformations with the same structures are likely to be "similar" and be grouped together. Thus we use the string frequency within a structure group as another indicator. In particular, suppose the frequency of a constant string term τ within a structure group and within the dataset is freq Struc (τ ) and freq(τ ), we use the score
to rank the constant string terms in this structure group. This would prefer constant string term appears frequently within its structure group but infrequent outside the group. Note the single-character strings are frequent both inside and outside a structure group and are less preferred in this ranking scheme. We square the frequency in the dataset to strengthen the impact of the frequency in structure groups.
The Static Order of Position Functions
Though we limit the number of constant string terms for each position, there may still be some other regex-based terms. Similarly to [22, 29] , we also use a static order for the position functions that locate the same position to improve the efficiency. In this order, the regex-based term is better than the constant string term. The regex-based term with wider character class is better than the narrower ones.
From Matchings to Transformations
In this section we present a heuristic to choose one transformation out of two for a given matching. Before that, we discuss the effects of different choices using an example.
Consider two matchings: java ↔ java(tm) with its two transformations ϕ1 : java → java(tm) and ϕ2 : java(tm) → java, and linux ↔ linux(r) with its two transformations ϕ3 : linux → linux(r) and ϕ4 : linux(r) → linux. We have the following four choices:
1. ϕ1 : java → java(tm) and ϕ4 : linux(r) → linux.
Their structures are different and they do not share any transformation program -they cannot be aggregated together. 2. ϕ2 : java(tm) → java and ϕ3 : linux → linux(r).
Similarly to case 1, they cannot be aggregated. 3. ϕ1 : java → java(tm) and ϕ3 : linux → linux(r).
They have the same structure T l → T l T ( T l T ) . However, they do not share any transformation program as any transformation program of ϕ3 cannot avoid using ConstantStr(r) which does not exist in the graph of ϕ1. Hence, ϕ1 and ϕ3 can be aggregated by structures, but not by transformations programs. 4. ϕ2 : java(tm) → java and ϕ4 : linux(r) → linux. These have the same structure T l T ( T l T ) → T l . Moreover, they also share one common transformation, which is Concat(SubStr(p l , pr)) where p l = MatchPos(T l , 1, B) and pr = MatchPos(T l , 1, E). Hence, ϕ2 and ϕ4 can be aggregated both by structures and by transformations programs.
We have two major observations from the above example. (i) We should avoid using the transformations with "symmetric" structures Struc1 → Struc2 and Struc2 → Struc1 simultaneously. For instance, cases 1 & 2 are counter examples that these transformations should not be used together, while cases 3 & 4 are good examples. (ii) To choose from the transformations with the structure Struc1 → Struc2 and the transformations with the symmetric structure Struc2 → Struc1, the group of transformations with longer lhs strings is preferred (e.g., case 4 is preferable over case 3). This is because those transformations are more likely to produce shorter and easier to aggregate programs (since the rhs strings are shorter), which results in less number of groups.
Next we describe our approach of generating transformations from matchings based on the two observations above.
Generating Transformations
For every matching lhs ↔ rhs such that Struc(lhs) ≡ Struc(rhs), if |lhs| ≥ |rhs|, we select the transformation lhs → rhs; otherwise, we choose rhs → lhs. For every other matching lhs ↔ rhs, we have Struc(lhs) ≡
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Figure 3: Generating Transformations Example
Struc(rhs). In this case, we first generate both transformations lhs → rhs and rhs → lhs and then aggregate all the generated transformations by their structures. For each structure group Struc1 → Struc2, obviously there must be a symmetric structure group Struc2 → Struc1 and their transformations come from exactly the same set of matchings. Now we keep the group of transformations with longer lhs strings and drop all the transformations in the other group. In this way, one can verify each matching has and only has one transformation left. Finally, we can use our proposed methods to aggregate the selected transformations.
Example 8: Consider the five matchings on the left of Figure 3 (Step 1). The two red italic matchings satisfy Struc(lhs) ≡ Struc(rhs). Thus we generate only one transformation for each of them which has the longer lhs strings. For the other three matchings, we generate two transformations for each of them (Step 2). Then we aggregate the generated transformations by their structures and get three groups (Step 3). Finally, we remove one group with shorter lhs strings from the two symmetric groups (Step 4).
We can see each matching has one and only one transformation left at the end.
APPLYING MATCHING GROUPS
After aggregating transformations into groups, the transformation lhs → rhs is uniquely converted back to a matching lhs ↔ rhs. Then we present the matching groups to a human for confirmation and apply the approved ones to update the values and merge duplicates.
To recap, in Section 2, each matching is associated with a list of value pairs vij and v ik and position pairs (p1, q1) and (p2, q2) where lhs = vij[p1, q1] and rhs = v ik [p2, q2]. If this matching is approved, we can apply the matching to all the places in the list. We use the length of the list as the frequency of this matching. In addition, for a group Σ of matchings, the frequency of Σ is the total frequencies of all its matchings. Intuitively, the more frequent a group of matchings is, the more places we can apply the matchings, and the more duplicates can be merged. To this end, we propose to rank all the groups based on their frequencies in descending order and then present each group to the user to validate, where the user usually only checks a few samples, not the entire group. The user either denies or approves a group. If the user approves the group, she needs to further specify the replacement direction, i.e., either replacing the left hand sides of the matchings in the group with the right hand sides or the other way around. If it is the former case, we retrieve vij and replace vij[p1, q1] with v ik [p2, q2]; otherwise, we retrieve v ik and replace v ik [p2, q2] with vij[p1, q1]. This finishes the application of a matching group.
Note that the matchings may not be independent. Consider two replacements, (1) replacing vij[p1, q1] and (2) re- In this case, we cannot make both replacements. Instead we make the replacement from the first approved matching and skip the other one. For example, consider a cluster of 3 values s1 = "H & M", s2 ="H and M", and s3 = "H &amp; M". There are three matchings: & ↔ and, & ↔ &amp;, and &amp; ↔ and. If we apply the matching & → and, s1 is modified. Then we could not apply the matching and → &amp; on s1 any more as the same part has been changed. As the value vij may be changed, the position indexes (p1, q1) may not represent the same place we would make a replacement.
To address this issue, we maintain a log for each value to keep track of all the places in this value where is modified and the length difference after this modification. Then we can use the log to calculate an offset when applying another replacement from an approved matching to this value. If any part of the replacement in this value has been modified, it will not be changed again.
EXPERIMENTS
The key questions we answer with our evaluation are: (1) How effective are our aggregation methods (Section 5.1)? (2) How do different transformation selection methods behave in practice (Section 5.2)? (3) What is the effect of our pruning techniques (Section 5.3)? (4) How effective are our affix (prefix and suffix) functions (Section 5.4)? and (5) Can we significantly improve the performance of truth discovery methods (Section 5.5)?
Datasets. We used three real-world datasets ( Table 5 ).
• AuthorList (http://www.lunadong.com/fusionDat aSets.htm) contains information on 33,971 books. There are 1,265 clusters, identified by matching their ISBN numbers. Typical attributes include book name, author list, ISBN number, and publisher. We use the author list attribute in the experiment. • JournalTitle (https://rayyan.qcri.org/) contains 55,617 records concerning scientific journals. Attributes include journal title and ISSN numbers. We clustered the journals by their ISSN numbers, resulting in 31023 clusters. We use the journal title attribute in the experiment. • Address (https://catalog.data.gov/) contains information on 17,497 applications for New York City Council Discretionary Funding. Attributes include the council member who started the application, legal name of the organization which applied for the funding, the Employer Identity Number (EIN), and address of the organization. We clustered the applications by EIN number, resulting in 3038 clusters. We use the address attribute in the experiment.
Setup. We compared a group of proposed techniques while using the default behavior for the others. The default option for transformation selection was presented in Section 3.5. The default option for aggregation is to first aggregate by structure and then to aggregate by transformation. The default option for pruning technique is to use both the local threshold and the global threshold techniques. The prefix and suffix functions are enabled by default. We also enabled the static ordering by default. In addition, we set the default maximum path length θ to 5 for AuthorList and to 4 for the other two datasets. We implemented our methods in C++, compiled using g++4.8, and conducted all experiments on a server with 64 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E7-4830 @2.13GHz processors and 128 GB memory. Note we tried FlashFill [22] to transform the data. However, in all three datasets, the values are long and the data formats are heterogeneous. Consequently, FlashFill failed to produce a consistent transformation program, even if we only used a few values as the input.
Evaluating Aggregation Methods
We implemented four kinds of aggregation methods. To evaluate the effectiveness of the four aggregation methods, we first randomly sampled 720, 1200, and 720 pairs of values within the same cluster for Address, AuthorList, and JournalTitle, respectively; and manually labeled whether each pair of values refers to the same entity or not (i.e., should be merged or not). We then ran our algorithm on the three tables. After confirming and applying a certain number of transformation groups, we checked the sampled value pairs on the updated tables. For a pair of values referring to the same entity, if they are reduced to the same string on the updated table, we increase True Positive (TP) by 1; otherwise, we increase False Negative (FN) by 1. For a pair of values referring to different entities, if they are reduced to the same string on the updated table, we increase False Positive (FP) by 1; otherwise, we increase True Negative (TN) by 1. We varied the number of groups confirmed with a human and reported the precision T P T P +F P , recall T P T P +F N , and Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC):
.
MCC returns a value in [−1, 1]. The larger the better. We did not use the F1-score as the sizes of the positive (value pairs should be merged) and negative (value pairs should not be merged) classes were quite different, which will lead to bias to the precision or recall [23] . The MCC is known to be a balanced metric even if the classes are of very different sizes [8] . Figure 6 : The MCC of merging duplicates by confirming a certain number of transformation groups can only confirm the matchings one by one with the users. StructAgg and TransAgg achieved a competitive recall but their precision was not high. This is because by only using one aggregation method, some false matchings could mix into the groups that were approved by the users. We also evaluated the efficiency of the aggregation methods. The top four rows of Table 6 show the aggregation time (the other rows will be explained shortly). Note that the transformation generation time is very small compared with the aggregation time and thus, we do not report them here. Not surprisingly, NoAgg and StructAgg took no time for aggregation as StructAgg only needs to scan the transformations once to aggregate them. TransAgg took considerably more time than BothAgg, up to an order of magnitude (on AuthorList and JournalTitle). This is because TransAgg built longer inverted lists for the graph traversing algorithm than BothAgg, which significantly increased the time of list intersection when finding the pivot paths.
Evaluating Transformation Selections
In this section, we evaluated four different transformation selection methods as described in Section 3.5. (i) RandMap randomly chooses one transformation out of the two for each matching. (ii) LongMap chooses the transformation where the left hand side string is longer than the right hand side. (iii) BestMap first aggregates the matchings by their structures and then chooses the group of transformations where the average length of the left hand side strings is longer than that of the right hand strings. (iv) RevMap reverses the process used by BestMap. We varied the number of transformations confirmed and reported the recall of merging duplicates for the four methods. Figure 7 gives the results. Note that we do not show the results for precision or MCC as all four methods achieved similar high precision (above 98% for all datasets) which has the effect of making the MCC proportional to the recall. Thus hereinafter we omit the precision and MCC results due to space limits. We can see from the figures that BestMap achieved the highest recall while RevMap had the lowest. On AuthorList, the recall of BestMap was 15% higher than that of RandMap and RevMap. In addition, BestMap beat the recall of LongMap by 5%. This is consistent with our analysis in Section 3.5.
Evaluating Pruning Techniques
In this section, we evaluated the efficiency of the four pruning techniques. (i) NoThrsh does not use the thresholds for early termination; (ii) LocalThrsh uses the local threshold for pruning; (iii) GlobalThrsh uses the global threshold to prune unnecessary searching branch; and (iv) AllThrsh uses both the local threshold and the global threshold for prun- (c) JournalTitle Figure 9 : The recall of merging duplicates for different maximum path lengths ing. We varied the maximum path length from 3 to 5 and reported the aggregation time for the four methods. Figure 8 gives the results. We can see from the figure that AllThrsh reduced the aggregation time by up to an order of magnitude compared with NoThrsh. For example, it took 1535s, 684s, 132s, and 124s for NoThrsh, LocalThrsh, GlobalThrsh, and AllThrsh to aggregate the transformations in AuthorList dataset when the maximum path length was set to 5. This is because the pruning techniques can avoid a lot of unnecessary invocations of SearchPivot for finding the pivot path. GlobalThrsh was more efficient than LocalThrsh as its thresholds are acquired before invoking SearchPivot and thus can prune more invocations, while the thresholds of LocalThrsh are acquired during the invoking.
Note all pruning techniques had the same effectiveness for merging duplicates as they are guaranteed to produce the same groups. Next, we evaluated the impact of maximum path length on merging duplicates. We varied the maximum path length and reported the recall of our method. Figure 9 gives the results. We observe that the longer the maximum path was, the better recall it can produce. For example, on JournalTitle, a maximum path length of 5 improved the recall of maximum path length 3 by 20%. This is because the longer the maximum path length was, the more expressive the transformation program can be and more matchings can be aggregated together. However, with the increase of the maximum path length, the aggregation time increases rapidly as the search space grows exponentially. 
Evaluating Affix Functions
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the two affix functions we proposed, Suffix and Prefix. We implemented two methods Affix and NoAffix, one with and other without the two string functions in the transformation graph. We varied the number of groups confirmed and reported the recall of the two methods. Figure 10 gives the results and Tables 4 show a group of aggregated transformations involving the two affix functions. We observed that Affix always produced higher recall than NoAffix. This is because some transformations (e.g., the group in Tables 4) cannot be aggregated together without the two affix string functions. We also report the aggregation time for the two methods and the last two rows in Table 6 show the results. Surprisingly Affix had a much smaller aggregation time than NoAffix. For example, it took 544s to aggregate transformations for NoAffix while it took only 142s for Affix. This is because with the two additional string functions it is much easier for SearchPivot to reach a transformation path when finding the pivot path and the early termination can be used.
Improvement Over Truth Discovery
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm in assisting truth discovery. For this purpose, we collected ground truth for 100, 100, and 200 clusters respec- Figure 10 : The recall of merging duplicates with and without the affix functions tively for AuthorList, Address, and JournalTitle. For AuthorList, we used the same manually created ground truth as the previous work [15] . We used the dataset without any normalization except converting all characters to lowercase. For JournalTitle and Address, we manually searched the ISSN (from www.issn.cc) and EIN (from www.guidestar.org) to create the ground truth for each cluster.
We first used the majority consensus (MC) to generate the golden values for each cluster and then compared the golden values with the ground truth. If they refer to the same entity, we increase TP by 1; otherwise, we increase FP by 1. Note that if there are two values with the same frequency, MC could not produce a golden value. Finally we reported the precision as the result before using our techniques.
Next we processed the original dataset with our algorithm and re-ran MC to create the golden values. We reported the precision after using our techniques. Table 7 shows the results. We observed that our method indeed helped improve the precision of MC (a simple truth discovery algorithm). In particular, on JournalTitle, MC produced a precision of 33.5% before using our algorithm. After processing JournalTitle with our algorithm, MC produced a precision of 84%, which is an improvement of over 40%. This is attributed to our effective duplicate reduction algorithm, which correctly merged most of the duplicate values. On the other data sets, the improvement was less dramatic but still significant.
RELATED WORK
Our work is related with several tasks in the data integration pipeline. In particular, we discuss related work in string transformations, entity resolution, and entity consolidation.
String Transformations. The problem of normalizing (or standardizing) data format by string transformations has been widely studied. DataWrangler is a system that enables users to define syntactic transformation rules [25] . Arasu et al. propose to learn syntactic string transformations from examples [7] . Singh et al. present an approach to learn semantic string transformations from user provided examples [30] . Wang et al. present a probabilistic approach to learn string transformations for spelling error correction and web search query reformulation [36] . DataXFormer [6, 5] discovers data transformations for a list of values from web tables, web forms, and knowledge bases, given a few sample transformations. Recently, program synthesis [32] has been studied for the purpose of string transformations [28, 22, 29] , which searches for a program based on a pre-defined grammar and a set of input-output examples.
All the above approaches are column-specific data transformation solutions. In contrast to them, we devise clusterspecific data transformations by smartly aggregating transformations, targeting specifically the entity consolidation task. We adopt programming synthesis techniques [22, 29] to express string transformations as well as computing the transformation graph. As discussed in Section 3, our usage of transformation programs has several advantages comparing to BlinkFill [29] and FlashFill [22] .
Entity Resolution. Entity resolution or duplicate detection deals with the problem of identifying and matching records that represent the same real-world entity [18] . Generally speaking, entity resolution solutions are classified into machine learning-based [20] and rule-based [34] approaches. Machine learning-based methods include SVM-based [10] , decision tree-based [21] , clustering-based [13] , and Markov logic-based [31] methods. Entity resolution techniques are orthogonal to our contributions, since we take their output, i.e., clusters of duplicate records, as our input and identify golden records within those clusters.
Entity Consolidation. Entity consolidation or data fusion aims at resolving data conflicts in clusters of duplicate records [11, 16] . Here, we identify approaches for truth discovery [14, 17, 38, 27] , conflict resolution strategies that optimize data quality criteria [19, 12] , and user-defined functions [9] . Typically, entity consolidation is user-driven. For example, Swoosh [9] provides a unified interface that relies on the users to define the Merge function to specify how to merge two duplicate records. A similar approach is applied in the consolidation process of Data Tamer [33] .
There are approaches that try to automatically resolve data conflicts by optimizing data quality criteria, such as data currency or data accuracy. Data currency [19] , solves a slightly different problem from truth discovery and the golden record problem. Given several claims or values for a given attribute, such those in a cluster of duplicates, the task of data currency is to select the most recent value. Data accuracy [12] uses a similar technique as in data currency, but to decide which value is the most accurate.
Entity consolidation techniques can be used to compute golden values. However, as verified in this paper, transforming data before applying them can improve the performance.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a new solution to entity consolidation. Instead of applying existing solutions for entity consolidate directly, we first merge some duplicate values. To this end, we first generate some matchings from attribute value pairs in the same cluster. Then we aggregate the matchings with the same characteristics. Finally we confirm the aggregated groups with a human and apply the approved ones to remove some data variation. Experiments on real world datasets show that our solution can effectively reduce duplicate values and significantly improve the performance of of existing solution for entity consolidation.
